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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of managing the development and
implementation of a large expert system in an organization. A traditional
systems analysis and design methodology is used as a framework to highlight
similarities and differences in managing large scale traditional computer
based projects and large expert systems. As a non-technical, prescriptive
guide, this article focusses on defining at each stage in the project, the
tanks to be accomplished, resources required, impact on the organization,
likely benefits and potential problems. The case of a large expert system
implemented by a multi-national corporation across several European sites is
used to clarify and expand upon the management guidelines provided.

1. Introduction
Research in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) signals great
promise for the next generation of hardware and software. At the present
Lime, expert systems are arguably the most commercially successful product
of Artificial Intelligence research; they have crossed the threshold of the
laboratory and are beginning to make their presence felt in real world
applications. While others have described applications, suggested
opportunities for the technology, or emphasized organizational
considerations, (Leonard-Barton and Sviokla 1988, Luconi et al. 1986,
Leonard-Barton 1987), to date the management of their introduction into the
workplace and their impact once there still remain largely unexplored. This
paper presents a prescriptive guide for managing large scale expert systems
from inception through implementation and maintenance. It is motivated by
experience with the development of a sizable expert system by a large,
multinational company, the growing literature of cases describing expert
systems in practice, and the belief that management and organizational
considerations (as opposed to technical wizardry) must remain paramount for

the success of such systems to be achieved. The thrust of this paper is to
focus awareness on 1) the processes and resources required for an expert
system project, 2) the costs and benefits of such an undertaking, and 3)
organizational and task changes likely to result from the introduction of
the system. This paper is not a technical guide for building expert
systems; technical concerns are expressed here only insofar as they are
inextricably linked to the management of such systems.
A great deal of experience has been gathered regarding the design,
implementation and maintenance of "traditional" computer based systems, from
both technical and management viewpoints. The pitfalls, players and
positive practices have been identified in a large body of existing
research, and are Weil described in the information systems literature.
(See Senn 1984, and Burch and Grudnitski 1986, for example.) The management
of expert systems does not lie completely independent from this previous
computer based project management experience. Indeed, one trend is towards
"invisible" expert systems - that is, expert systems which are integrated
into conventional data processing hardware and software (Kozlov 1988). This
paper builds on the existing groundwork by taking as a framework a
traditional systems analysis and design (SA&D) methodology and adapting it
for application to expert systems.

2. Expert Systems
Expert systems (ES) are computer programs for solving difficult,
"fuzzy" problems in domains where human expertise is normally associated
with a great deal of training and experience. Application areas to date
include such areas as fault diagnosis, tax planning, credit evaluation,
geological prospecting, chemical analysis and medical diagnosis. (See Kupfer
1987 and Kneale 1986 for popular-press descriptions of expert systems
operating in business environments; Waterman 1986 provides an extensive

overview of ES applications.) Expert systems are typically characterized
by:
The utilization of large amounts of domain specific knowledge.
The ability to use incomplete or uncertain information.
The capacity to explain their behavior (a kind of self-knowledge).
Symbol manipulation, that is "reasoning" about objects, as opposed to
numerical manipulation (which typifies traditional computer programs).
Performance levels at, or exceeding, those of experts in the problem
domain.
Typically, sizeable expert systems are built in an iterative, incremental
fashion via repeated interviews between one or more domain experts and a
"knowledge engineer". Briefly, the task of the knowledge engineer is to
elicit the expert knowledge, map the knowledge into a suitable structure and
actually code the knowledge using appropriate software and hardware. The
process tends to be tedious and time consuming, and has in fact been
referred to as the "knowledge engineering bottleneck". A good overview of
experts systems in general, and of the building process is provided by
Hayes-Roth et al. (1983) and Harmon and King (1985).
For ES the importance of early development of working prototypes is
stressed. The prototype is incrementally improved and its capabilities
expanded by repeated trials with the domain expert and actual use in a test
environment. In fact, several versions of the prototype are typically
successively developed, until a sufficiently evolved version is realized for
possible release.

Building and implementing an expert system is both time consuming and
resource intensive. Vhile improved software environments have helped speed
development, and recent experience has suggested some guidelines for easing
the overall process somewhat, existing verifiable ES applications suggest
that, for large systems, the time required to go from prototype to
implementation is typically on the order of person-years, with costs
measured in at least the tens of thousands of dollars. For a case in point,
see Linden (1982). Clearly, larger systems (as measured by the amount of
knowledge acquired and by the number of users) require more effort than
smaller ones. In any case, it seems that under the appropriate
circumstances the value of automated expertise supports the magnitude of
these efforts.

3. A Traditional Systems Analysis and Design Framework
Creating a large computer based system for more than personal use is a
complex task requiring technical skills, creativity and good management of
resources. A guide for this process has been established through experience
and while details vary from source to source, the overall thrust is fairly
standardized in the information systems literature. One such systems
analysis and design framework is provided in Figure 1, and is due to Lucas
(1982). As described previously, this paper adapts the traditional SA&D
procedures for use with expert systems.

Figure 1. about here.

The bulk of the rest of this paper traces this outline as it applies to
expert systems; fundamental variations of the traditional SA&D process are

noted, and described or referenced. A "real world" example illustrates each
phase. The resultant SA&D process for expert systems is summarized in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. about here.

4. Inception
4.1 Framework
Inception refers to the realization that a computer based technology or
application can be of value to an organization. The idea may refer to
investigating a technology in an exploratory sense, or more specifically
applying a technology to an existing or proposed procedure within the
organization. At this stage the envisioned system is naturally somewhat
murky in its details, though the overall goals - to reduce costs, ease a
production bottleneck, maintain a competitive position, or better manage a
process, for example, are more clear. Several variations of possible
systems are likely entertained at this point. The question proposed here
is, why should the envisioned system (or one of the envisioned systems) be
an expert system?
It should be kept in mind that expert systems are not cheaper or easier
to build than conventional systems; it is more realistic to assume the
contrary. Therefore, there should be strong, positive reasons for proposing
an expert system solution. Selecting the right tool (or technology) is
always a question of matching the characteristics of the problem with the
capabilities of the tool. Criteria for tasks well suited for expert systems
have been enumerated elsewhere (Bobrow et al. 1986, Dym 1987 for example).
These criteria are briefly summarized below.

Expert systems are used to replace or assist experts. (A rough
definition of an expert is someone vho can volve difficult problems more
quickly and with less effort than a novice, or "average" person. Typically,
expertise is acquired through lengthy training and experience, and is
limited for an individual to a particular field of knowledge.) Insofar as
technical criteria are concerned, for applying an expert system to a
problem, the task should clearly
Have semi-structured solution processes. Expert systems were created
in an attempt to model problems that do not have algorithmic or "stepby-step" solutions. (Traditional, mathematical models or decision tree
programs are appropriate for these type of problems.) Expert systems
are well suited for tasks where a body of loosely structured knowledge
exists; this technology was designed for capturing the heuristics or
"rules of thumb" for arriving at good solutions.
Involve a well circumscribed, limited field of knowledge. Expert
systems are not general problem solvers. (As a case in point, each ES
application in medicine focusses on one specialty; for example, MYCIN's
domain is bacterial infections, while INTERNIST covers the domain of
internai medicine.) Moreover, problems requiring "common sense" are
not well suited for an ES solution.
Be difficult, but not too difficult. As a general guideline the task
should take a human expert somewhere between minutes and hours.
Given the above necessary conditions, an expert system is more strongly
recommended for tasks that
Require explanation to the user of the system's reasoning in solving
the problem.
Involve reasoning with uncertain or incomplete information.

Entail reasoning about symbols, or "objects", as opposed to
mathematical manipulations.
The above criteria are purely technical requirements, and define the minimum
considerations for further pursuing the process of thinking about applying
expert system technology. Related to the above technical concerns are more
organizational requirements for an expert system to be envisioned as a
solution. These include that
Human experts exist and are willing and able to participate in the
project.
Human expertise is scarce and/or expensive.
Management is likely to commit the required resources to the project.
(This implies that the task is viewed as an important one.)
At the inception stage, some indication that these non-technical concerns
are satisfied must be sensed, or at least their negation must not be
evident.
For both traditional and expert systems, the inception stage produces a
proposai outlining the reasons for the project, its goals, expected
benefits, possible risks, alternative approaches, time frame, and required
resources. The entire inception process serves to better define the
project, and to garner organizational support. The inception phase ends
with a decision to either stop consideration of the project, or to continue
further investigation and evaluation.
In traditional SA&D, the next step is a full-fledged feasibility study.
(The prototype proposai may in fact be viewed as a "first draft" feasiblity
study.) For expert systems, successful completion of the inception stage

means approving the development of a demonstration prototype, and
concurrently undertaking the feasibility study.
Typically, the inception report includes an estimate of the resources
which will be required, and an approximate schedule for the entire project.
However, since approval at the end of the inception phase means commitment
to the project solely through the feasibility study (for traditional SA&D)
or through prototyping and feasibility study (for expert SA&D), the
inception report should specify in detail a timetable and the resources
required for these next steps. A decision to go ahead with the full system
will be made when the feasibility study, or in the case of expert SA&D, the
demonstration prototype and feasiblity study are ready.
Finally, the inception report for an ES may include evaluation criteria
for the prototype. While criteria may be difficult to specify, what
constitutes "success" for the prototype should be defined in advance.
(Determining evaluation criteria is discussed in the next section.)
For many organizations, a process for gaining a basic understanding of
what ES technology has to of fer, in general or with respect to the
application domain, is required in order to compile the inception proposai.
This may entail formai training, attendance at seminars, transfer within the
organization of individuals experienced with ES technology, contact with ES
software firms, or the hiring of consultants. The objective is to acquire
the capability of fully assessing the potential project, and to begin to
coalesce the resources for its undertaking.
4.2 Application
Digital Equipment Corporation, one of world's largest computer
manufacturers, is perhaps best known for its Vax series of minicomputers.
An internai report describing expert system technology Iras circulated
within Digital's manufacturing/repair engineering group in Nijmegen, Holland

in early 1985. The report defined the technology and its capabilities, and
suggested a range of possible application areas within the group's purview.
An ES approach for these applications vas supported by the following
rationales:
Knowledge, currently, in and of itself is a vital commodity for high
technology companies. Expert systems are a means of managing
knowledge.
In particular, the knowledge required for the manufacture and repair of
computer hardware will likely increase in scope and complexity as the
products themselves become more complex and product life cycles
shorten.
A forecasted high demand and increasing cost for human experts.
A long term need to increase productivity and to reduce costs.
A competitive incentive to maintain and develop expertise in the area
of AI.
The document recommends one application in particular, an ES for
assisting in the task of hardware module ("board") diagnosis and repair.
This domain vas suggested firstly on economic grounds, and secondly on the
rationale that relatively well defined, diagnosis type problems are
typically well handled by ES technology. A pilot project is called for in
order to both more fully explore the application area, and to provide
support towards a long term strategy. The creation of a project team is
stipulated, composed of a knowledge engineer, domain expert and local
process manager, who would receive overall direction from a management
steering committee. The report appointed individuals to the steering
committee. Internai consulting support (from Digital's AI group) and
external consulting support (from local university and government projects)

were suggested. Finally, the required funding, and a timetable for forming
the project team, evaluating resources, and developing the pilot (prototype)
system(s) was delineated.
Upon approval of the report, the two individuals whose responsibilities
were to include the knowledge engineering function were sent to internal
training courses covering ES technology, and its application within Digital.
This education phase vas necessary in order for the individuals, who work in
the manufacturing function and whose professional training is in
engineering, to 1) become fully acquainted with the opportunities and
methodologies associated with ES, 2) provide expertise in the selection of
an appropriate application domain, 3) contribute to the feasibility study
and 4) ultimately, act as knowledge engineers during development. Lastly,
at this point, liason with Digital's internal AI consulting group was
established for maintaining ongoing assistance.
The timetable provided by the project report specified approximately
six months for the process of education of the knowledge engineers, further
specification of the domain application, and development of a demonstration
prototype. The full feasibility study would be required within a month of
the prototype.

5. Feasibility Study
5.1 Framework
As with traditional SA&D, the feasibility study is comprised of a
comparative evaluation of all conceivable alternative systems. (At minimum
a single new system is proposed and evaluated with respect to the existing
procedures.) The ultimate purpose of the study is to select the best of all
possible alternatives, but this part of the analysis serves many other
purposes. Among these, it helps solidify ideas, provides a common source of

reference, and serves as a focus for gaining commitment from users and
management. The feasibility study is a fuller, more detailed version of the
inception report. It should be ready for release when the demonstration
prototype is ready, or shortly thereafter.
5.1.1 The Feasibility Study
The contents of a traditional SA&D study report are outlined below.
Following each directive is a description of how that directive applies to
an expert system feasibility study. The report should:
Describe the current system including a rationale for changing it.
As the saying goes, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it!"
Shortcomings in the current system and improvements provided by
the suggested system should be clearly specified. Expert system
proposais based on rationales of selecting a "high tech, state-ofthe-art solution" should be rejected.
Explain why the particular solution is proposed, as opposed to some
other alternative; already existing, similar systems both inside and
outside the organization should be referenced if possible.
Why is an expert system appropriate? The previous section
describes problems and environments which suggest an expert system
solution.
Lay out the goals, scope and objectives of the envisioned system.
It is important to set realistic expectations for the proposed
system. Terms such as "artificial intelligence" and "expert
system" tend to spur the imagination. Bear in mind that this
technology typically cannot do what a human expert cannot do and
that, in any case, the breadth of knowledge encompassed by the

system will be limited. Specify the bounds of the proposed
system; i.e., vhat are not the goals, objectives and expected
capabilities of the system.
Describe what the proposed system will do. Include in this description
how the system will work, vho will use it, how the task itself and
related tasks will change.
The following questions should be addressed. Will "experts"
themselves be using the system (i.e., doctors using a medical
diagnosis system) or will "technicians" use the system? What
skills will be required of the users? Will the users be new
employees or current workers already doing the task under the
present system? If current workers, how viii their input into
system design, and their goodwill in general be solicited? Will
the system "de-skill" their task, and if so how do they feel about
it? How will job responsibilities and lines of communication
change? The overall technical specifications should be outlined;
i.e., how the system will interface with existing information
systems, data needs, input/output mechanisms, performance
requirements, etc.
Specify a timetable for the project, including periodic reviews and
expected performance of the system at each review.
As mentioned above, expert systems are developed incrementally.
The first reviev should occur at the unveiling of the
demonstration prototype system. (This review should take place two
to eight months from the start of the development work.) Feedback
from this reviev should direct further technical work on the
system, while any organizational difficulties which have surfaced
should be aired and attended to. Attendees at the meeting should
include those involved with development, representatives of the

ultimate users of the system, and those responsible for the
direction of the project. At minimum, one more review will be
required (on the order of 6 months after the first meeting) to
decide to either test release, delay or cancel the project.
Typically another review is held after test release, and just
prior to full release.
Detail the resources required, when they viii be required and from whom
they will be required.
For the proposed project, allocations should be included for
knowledge engineers, domain experts, programmers, hardware,
software, training, and travel expenses. Note that the
participation of domain experts is crucial, while their Lime is
typically at a premium. (Hence the value of automating their
expertise.) Provisions for re-specifying their job description to
include work on the new system should be detailed. Commonly,
programmers are required to write user, and system to system
interfaces. A fuller description of all the players required for
such a project and how they differ from those involved in
developing a traditional system is given at the end of this
section. As with traditional systems, the choice of hardware and
software is one of making trade-offs. Indeed, much of the
criteria (price, speed, compatibility, reputation of supplier, for
example) are the same. Hardware selections fall into three
categories: microcomputers, minis/mainframes, and workstations.
Special purpose expert system development software (typically
called u shells" or "environments") exist for each category of
hardware and ease the programming task considerably. It is
typically the knowledge engineer's responsibility to choose
appropriate hardware and software for the project. (Gilmore and
Howard 1986 and Mettrey 1987 discuss ES software selection. For
details on ES hardware and software, and more on the specifics of

the knowledge engineering process see Harmon and King 1985,
Holsapple and Vhinston 1987, Vaterman 1986 and Hayes-Roth et al.,
1983.) The resources required to achieve the demonstration
prototype should be made explicit, as typically after the initial
approval, the next "go - no go" decision point is at the prototype
review.
Provide a cost-benefit analysis. This analysis should include both
tangibles and intangibles; typically some estimates are required, but
the process should be supported with a sensitivity analysis.
Benefits commonly ascribed to expert systems include: preservation
and dissemination of scarce expertise, relieving experts of
tedious tasks and thereby allowing them to concentrate on more
difficult/more interesting problems, speedier solutions and more
consistent problem solving. Huber (1984) identifies knowledge as
a key, strategic resource in the "post-industrial" organization.

Important costs include: personnel (i.e., knowledge engineer and
expert), software and hardware (perhaps specifically for expert
system development and use), and those expenses associated with
training, operations and updating.
Define, as best as possible, evaluation criteria and agree on how the
success of the system will be measured. The evaluation criteria should
be utilized during the periodic reviews.
Expert systems will typically be evaluated on a host of criteria.
These include the quality of the solution, the speed of solution,
the manner in which the solution is reached (transparency),
breadth of knowledge, explanation and help facilities, user
satisfaction, and the ease with which the system can be
transported, modified and updated. The relative importance placed
upon each of these criteria is determined by the project's goals

and objectives. The criteria should be established by the
ultimate users of the system and the managers of the task in
question, in conjunction with the developers of the system.
Assign ownership of the system over the course of its lifetime.
In many applications, updating of the knowledge encompassed by the
system is a large, ongoing job due to the nature of the task in
question. Consider, for example, a diagnosis expert system for
some large piece of machinery. Frequent updates will be required
if new models of the machine are produced, parts (or part numbers)
change, and new faults (and procedures for finding them) appear as
the machine ages. Responsibility after release of the system may
or may not rest with the developers, but in any case this
responsibility and the mechanisms for undertaking the maintenance
task should be made explicit.
Many of these points will be elaborated upon in the subsequent sections.
5.1.2 Personnel
Some comments about the players involved in expert systems development
and how they compare with those for traditional systems are in order. In
traditional systems, three major players are identified: users, the
information systems (IS) department, and management. Much has been written
of the responsibilities of each of these agents over the course of the life
of the information system project (see Lucas 1982, for example). Briefly
stated, ideally the user participates in the design process and may in fact
originate the project idea. The user is best equiped to understand the
workings of the present system and therefore to provide input for system
specifications, and good test exemples. Clearly user satisfaction with the
system is an important criterion for success. The IS department reviews the
feasibility study, designs the system, specifies possible alternatives and
the trade-offs they imply (languages, "off-the-shelf" or special purpose

programs, use of service bureaus, batch versus time sharing mode, hardware,
etc.), handles the required programming, documentation, training, conversion
and maintenance. Management responsibilities are overall approval and
direction of the project, and providing commitment in terms of resources and
recognition.
Expert systems projects include additional players. First, the domain
expert is not necessarily a typical user of the system. If the expert is in
fact just an "average user", then his/her involvement in the ES development
will, in any case, be much more intimate than that required of a user in
traditional systems. Second, the position of knowledge engineer requires
skiils that are not necessarily found in IS departments. This role may be
filled by grooming in-house personnel, or through external services. These
services may be obtained via independent consultants, and expert system
software or hardware companies.
In traditional system development, the IS department has the
responsibility for choosing outside vendors and services. The situation is
analagous here, with many of the trade-offs (such as reputation of the
company, cost, type of service provided) being similar. However, the IS
department must be knowledgeable about ES technology and the market in order
to evalulate these trade-offs. Further, the IS department will have to work
with the external organization to promote a smooth interface between
existing systems and procedures and the new system. If an outside
organization is contracted for developing the system, arrangements for
transfering ownership to the IS department (and what that ownership entails)
should be specified.
5.2 Application
The feasibility study (or "Project Plan" as it is called within
Digital), was prepared by the manager of the strategic engineering function
at the Nijmegen facility, the two knowledge engineers assigned to the

project, and a representative of Digital's internai AI consulting group.
The authors did not include a domain expert.
As ail computer vendors, Digital is concerned with assuring reliability
of its products and, in the case of hardware failure, minimizing customer
downtime. When a hardware fault occurs at a client site in Europe or the
Middle East, the offending board (or boards) are isolated and removed from
the computer installation by a field technician who then replaces them with
functioning equipment. The faulty boards (or "modules") are then sent to
one of 17 field service sites located throughout Europe, or to the one in
Israel. At the field sites, the boards are either repaired, scrapped, or
sent to Digital's central repair facility (CRF) in Nijmegen, Holland for
more extensive testing. The CRF has more sophisticated test equipment and
more experienced personnel than the field service sites.
Major costs are incurred in this process due to the inventory of boards
required to support such a system, shipping fees, expensive test equipment
and the training of repair personnel. Training costs are particularly
important as diagnosing procedures may be different for different boards,
and hardware is constantly changing. Additional costs arise when
technicians replace sets of components on a board unnecessarily. This
occurs when a problem area is isolated, but determining exactly the
component responsible is especially difficult and Lime consuming.
There are currently over 500 different boards, each one containing some
150 - 250 electronic components. Repair times range from 30 minutes to
several hours, depending on the board itself, the equipment available at the
repair site, and the expertise of the technician. Test equipment varies
from simple voltage and current meters, to purpose-built devices which
automatically run a series of tests on the suspect module, to full-fledged,
high-end computers. Many thousands of modules pass through the system per
month, each module typically costing in the hundreds of dollars. Digital's

repair function can be considered quite a sizeable business in its own
right.
The system will be available at each repair site, in the form of
terminals at the workbench of the repair technician. Through interactive
dialogue with the technician, the system will direct the repair process by
suggesting appropriate test procedures and interpreting the results of the
tests.
An ES solution is proposed because there is a good match between the
characteristics of the problem and the capabilities of expert systems. From
a technical point of view, the problem is difficult but limited in breadth,
experts exist, and the task involves symbolic, not mathematical
manipulation. Moreover, this is a standard diagnosis problem and as such
tends to be well suited for an ES application. From a practical/business
point of view, experts are available, and the possible tangible benefits are
sizable. Further, Digital, as a major computer company and one involved in
AI research and products, has a practical interest in learning about this
technology through its own experience.
According to the report, the Knowledge-Based Board Diagnosis System
(KBBDS) will reduce costs by increasing local repair, thereby minimizing
"in-pipeline inventory", speeding repair, distributing scarce expertise,
lowering test equipment requirements, cutting training time, and decreasing
component usage. Further, the knowledge and records developed through the
system may provide fault information useful for the design of future
hardware products. Diagnosing all conceivable faults or incorporating all
possible repair information are not goals of the project.
Digital's motives in this project are, firstly, to implement this
particular expert system. However, their goals extend beyond this immediate
task towards two others: 1) the development of a mechanism for evaluating
the feasibility of this technology in other applications, and 2) the

creation of a set of generic software modules that can serve as a basis for
future expert systems in the manufacturinerepair environment.
The feasibility study begins with a description of the current system
and a discussion of the opportunities for improvement. A single
alternative, the expert system is proposed; therefore the analysis compares
current procedures to the proposed one.
5.2.1 Benefits
Cost reduction in inventory was estimated via a simple model which
estimates the savings in boards "in the pipeline" expected via use of the
KBBDS. The following input to the model is required; input estimates were
varied in order to provide a sensitivity analysis.
The total volume of boards in the system.
The fraction of boards sent for repair to the central repair facility.
The carrying cost of inventory.
The "turn around time" of boards sent to the central facility.
The "turn around time" of boards in local repair.
The cost of a module.
Additional expected benefits were approximated by providing estimates of the
impact of the system on each of the following categories.
Decrease in average time to diagnose.
Reduction in learning curve cycle.

Lowering of depreciation costs.
Reduction in component usage.
Actual percentages were proposed for each category, based upon judgments of
the project team. No dollar value vas provided for these savings, though
such a transformation could be made.
5.2.2 Costs
Costs for the system are broken down into three categories: hardware,
software and personnel.
The system will be developed on a micro-Vax (a stand-alone Vax
workstation), and will run on any Vax under the VMS operating system. At
the repair workbenches, access to the system is to be assured through
hardware and software connections to Vax's already on site, or if a Vax is
not already available on site, use of the system will require the purchase
of a micro-Vax. Software required includes the OPS-5 shell, the knowledge
base, the knowledge updating mechanism, and the interface code, ail of which
is considered part of the KBBDS. (See the next sections on prototype
development, and systems analysis and design for more on hardware and
software.)
Personnel requirements include the project manager, two knowledge
engineers, internai consultants, domain experts, and users. While specific
individuals were identified and assigned the task of manager, knowledge
engineer and consultant, only the necessity of recruiting articulate,
qualified, and willing domain experts and users was recognized.
A quarterly budget extending over the length of the project (a period
of almost two years) included costs for personnel, travel, training,
hardware and software.

5.2.3 Project Planning and Specifications
The following time frame for the projtsct vas suggested.
I:

Quarters 1 and 2.
Select a computer and several of its boards on which to focus. The

application should be directed towards a stable, well known product. The
Vax 11/750 (Cornet) was suggested.
II:

Quarters 3 and 4
Develop prototypes. The first dernonstration prototype is to be tested

at Nijmegen. A second prototype is to be field tested at a local repair
facility. Evaluations of each prototype are to be conducted. Revision and
improvement of the system should be expected at each evaluation. The system
is to be distributed to those local facilities which request copies.
III. Quarters 3, 4, 5 and 6
Select and develop an ES for a new and lesser known project.
IV.

Quarters 7 and 8
Create additional module repair systems for additional products.

Develop, based on experience gained thus far, procedural guidelines and
generic software tools for further use in the repair process development
environnent.
The project plan clarifies the limits of the project: the system should
not be expected to diagnose all conceivable faults, or to incorporate all
possible information concerning board repair.

System specifications include: 1) capability to aid in the diagnosis of
30% - 50X of the faults, 2) a response tinte varying from 10-40 seconds, 3) a
context sensitive "help" function, and 4) a "history file" option for
recording the diagnosis procedures used by the technicians for problems not
solvable via use of the KBBDS.
Technicians currently doing the repair task will still do the task
under the new system; that is, no change in the individuals doing the task
is expected. The task itself will change in the sense that a new piece of

test equipment (the ES) will be added to the tools available to the
technician. It is expected that fewer boards will have to be sent to
central repair locations, less boards will be scrapped, fewer consultations
with other technicians (on difficult problems) will be required, and the
learning curve for repair will shorten. No special training is expected to
be needed, other than minimal on the job training.
Some concern was expressed about the KBBDS acting to de-skill the task
of board diagnosis, and a concommitant resentment of the system on the part
of the technicians. Solutions to this possible eventuality were to a)
design the system to avoid de-skilling, b) encourage technicians to move on
to more complicated products, and c) encourage technicians to take on
updating and expanding the KBBDS as part of their jobs.

6. Prototype
6.1 Framework
The use of prototypes has been referred to several times. Prototype in
this sense means a scaled-down (in scope, power or both) version of the
fully envisioned system. While a working prototype phase may exist in the
development of traditional information systems (Alavi 1984, Janson 1986), it
is not an inescapable part of the standard system building methodology;

further, for traditional systems prototyping may refer simply to creating
screen "mock ups" in order to improve the user interface.
The formai prototype stage in ES development is suggested because 1) it
may be hard to know what is feasible when it cornes to automating expertise
without attempting a working, trial version, 2) given the newness of the
technology (and the hype that surrounds it) a prototype can help set
realistic expectations, 3) a demonstration can serve to garner and solidify
enthusiasm for the project, and 4) a phased approach involves less risk.
Finally, due to the incremental nature of building expert systems and the
software development tools created to support this development, prototypes
may be built rather quickly.
6.2 Application
A number of expert system shells were evaluated with the assistance of
Digital's internai AI group. The first prototype was developed with a
commercially available PC-based product. This initial prototype contained
knowledge about a subset of possible faults for a single Cornet board. A
decision vas then made to move to the OPS-5 language on a Vax-based system.
It was felt that this platform allowed for the greatest potential in terms
of communication and networking within the Digital manufacturing and repair
environment. Digital policy directs only the use of already "proven u in
applications ES software. While ES within Digital have employed a variety
of software tools, OPS-5 was ultimately chosen for its flexibility, and long
history of use.
The prototype served to: 1) deepen the project team's understanding of
the technical and organizational issues surrounding the board diagnosis
problem, 2) gather technical support from the internai AI consulting group,
3) gather project support from the repair facilities, and 4) overall,
demonstrate the technical feasibility of the application.

7. Analysis, Design, Specifications, and Programming
7.1 Framework
In developing traditional information systems, each of the steps of
analysis, design/specification and programming is ideally separate and
distinct; one does not proceed to a subsequent step until finished with the
previous one. In the analysis phase, the current system is studied;
transactions, data volumes, decisions made, etc., are detailed.
Design/specification of the new system involves enumerating hardware and
software, input and output files, media, procedures for use, security and
error control. Writing and testing the program follows the design phase.
For expert systems, some analysis, design and detailing of
specifications is usually required for the inception phase, and a large part
of these tanks plus some programming is completed as part of the prototype
system and feasibility report. These processes however are far less
differentiated in ES development than for traditional systems. In fact,
these processes more closely resembles a paradigm for decision support
system development. (See Sprague and Carlson, 1982, and Keen and Scott
Morton, 1978 for example.)
The incremental, iterative procedure for building ES has already been
described. This is a function of the fact that experts simply cannot sit
down and fully and completely specify their own problem solving behavior.
Expert systems are constructed as a collaborative and iterative effort
between one or more knowledge engineers and one or more domain experts. The
knowledge engineer is experienced in eliciting knowledge from an expert,
structuring knowledge such that it can be programmed, and then coding the
knowledge. Working from the first prototype, the knowledge engineer can
improve, refine and expand the capabilities of the system through further
interaction with the expert. This loop: eliciting, structuring and coding
knowledge is traversed many times before a suitable version for release is

produced.

Here, programming may be considered to be a function of the

analysis, design and specification of the system and visa versa.
At the beginning of the development of the system, infrequent contacts
between the knowledge engineer and the expert will suffice; as development
proceeds, more frequent and more lengthy meetings will be required. In any
case, it is crucial that the expert has sufficient time and incentive to
work with the knowledge engineer on the system.
7.2 Application
Development of the system progressed in stages, from prototype to testrelease version to full-release version. While the prototype contained
limited knowledge about one board, the test release version could reason
about faults on four. Knowledge was incrementally added to the system,
broadening and deeping its capabilities through full release.
Aside from some commonly encountered problems (i.e., the experts had
difficulty expressing their knowledge, the process was extremely time
consuming), the project team acknowledged difficulty in accessing the
experts. The team members emphasized the importance of gaining commitment
from verifiable experts earlier in the project.
Each use of the system during test and full release automatically sent
a "use report" electronically back to the project team at the Nijmegen
facility. The report recorded the type of board under test, and a rating on
a seven-point scale of how well the KBBDS was able to diagnose the fault.
(This scale, described in the next section was used for evaluation
purposes.) The technician could also enter free form comments regarding
performance. Thus, if the system could not find the fault, information was
collected regarding the type of fault which occurred, and how the technician
proceeded to diagnose the problem. This knowledge, promptly passed back to

the project team in Nijmegen, coula then be incorporated into the system by
the knowledge engineers.

8. Testing
8.1 Framework
For both traditional and expert SA&D, the feasibility study should
specify a timetable for release of the system, first as one (or more) trial
or test versions, and later as the "product" version. The test version
receives limited distribution and is used to fine tune the system for
general release. For each release, the system should pass the minimum
requirements set up in advance in the feasibility report.
Disagreement and uncertainty concerning the evaluation procedure is
likely to exist. Developers may be most concerned with technical criteria,
and users with quality interfaces, while managers worry about how the system
will help solve "business" problems. (For ES even a purely technical
evaluation based on the quality of solutions provided by the system may be
difficult to conduct. For example, experts themselves may have differing
opinions as to what constitutes a "right" answer.) While disagreement may
exist as to how to evaluate the system, the time to resolve such differences
is prior to development. (See Hayes-Roth et al. 1983, for a good discussion
of evaluating expert systems.) In any event, expert systems must be
evaluated under multiple criteria. Possible evaluation criteria include
whether use of the system:
Results in better solutions.
Results in faster solutions.
Results in more consistent solutions.

Provides greater worker satisfaction.
Is easy to use.
Reduces training time (for the human users).
Reduces dependence on scarce individuals.
Ras resulted in greater insight into the problem.
Reduces the number of extremely bad solutions.
These criteria, should be easy to derive from the goals of the system as
stated early in the project. The more difficult part is measuring how the
system fulfills these criteria. While some data collection procedures may
already exist (time or quality standards for diagnosis tasks, as an
example), data collection may have to be initiated as part of the project to
allow for a "before and after" study. While the level at which the system
satisfies each criterion may be flexible, other requirements may be both
easy to determine and rather fixed, for example:
Time to repair must be reduced by half.
Relatively novice technicians must be able to do the task (with the aid
of the system) as opposed to the experts who do it now.
Calls to the resident expert for help on difficult problems must be all
but eliminated.
The number of people doing the task should be reduced by 10%.

During testing, the system should be pushed to discover its limits, in terms
of the range of its knowledge, but also on very traditional dimensions:
security, back-up procedures, and error handling, for example.
User and/or management satisfaction with the system can be assessed via
formai questionaires or interviews. Acceptance viii be predicated on not
just how well the system does what may be narrowly defined as its task, but
also on esse of use, appropriate help facilities, speed, and on how well it
supports the user in doing the task as (s)he sees it. A more fundamental
question regards not the system per se, but rather the individuals for whom
the system is designed. Knowledge workers, may or may not avant a machine
looking over their shoulders while they do their jobs, particularly if they
view the system as skill or prestige reducing. (Doctors are the classic
case in point.) This possibility should be addressed early in system
development, so that disaffection due to resentment does not show up among
users at the evaluation stage.
As with traditional systems, both tangible and intangible outcomes viii
likely need to be measured; release of the system is, of course, contingent
on the benefits outweighing the costs.
8.2 Application
8.2.1 Test Release
Several months after the demonstration prototype was completed, an
updated system with a more extensive knowledge base was ready for
evaluation. A successful review at this stage would mean an official test
release at one repair facility. (This facility was selected based on the
willingness of the plant manager to participate in the test.) In order to
allow for more complete evaluation, the system was installed at the proposed
test site, in Evry, France, where local staff could somewhat informally
examine it. This feedback could then be utilized in the review for test
release.

Members of the test release review team included the Evry facility
plant managers, a repair engineer from Ihrry who had had access to the
system, a representative from Digital's internal AI group, and two
representatives from the advanced manufacturing group who had experience
with another ES project. The day long meeting's agenda began with an
historical overview of the goals and objectives of the project, an outline
of its current and planned status, and a demonstration, including "hands-on"
usage of the system. Overall the project was on schedule, the designers
having created a system containing knowledge regarding four Cornet modules.
In the process, they had gained significant understanding of the board
diagnosis task, and solid experience in knowledge engineering. Problems
regarding the task of gleaning expert knowledge were discussed.
After the presentation by the development team and an opportunity to
try the system themselves, the review members broke into groups, spending an
hour and a half discussing the project. The team then regrouped to discuss
their conclusions with each other and the project team, and subsequently
provide feedback to the project team concerning further development and
implementation.
From both the response of the technicians who had tried the KBBDS on
site, and from the demonstration at the review meeting, it was felt that the
system was ready for field testing. Phile no technical redirection was
suggested, several proposais concerning organizational issues were
entertained and ultimately incorporated into further development plans. The
first of these concerned better orientation of the personnel at the test
facilities concerning the nature, scope and requirements of the project. It
was suggested that the technicians, engineers and managers at the repair
sites should be better informed prior to release of the system as to how the
system works, the hardware required, who will use it, and what if any,
training would be required. It was agreed that a steering committee should
be set up at the repair facilities, composed of project members, and
facility managers and technicians; the objective of these steering groups

vould be to better manage the transition and maintenance of the KBBDS at
each site. It was also suggested that gaverai technicians be brought more
closely into collaboration with the development team in their work towards
enhancing the system. Further, a more thorough, formai evaluation mechanism
was proposed.
The project team proposed that the system be evaluated during test
release phase according to the following mechanism. Each use of the system
could produce one of seven possible results, listed below. The project team
had specified the maximum or minimum percentage of boards to fall in each
category; these are listed in the right hand column.

0) No Response

< 30%

1) Totally Incorrect Response

<

5%

2) Unclear and Misleading Response

<

5%

3) Neutral Response

< 10%

4) Somewhat Helpful Response

> 15%

5) Very Helpful Response

> 20%

6) System Found Fault

> 15%

The review team, in particular the manager of the Evry test site,
proposed alternative criteria by which the system should be measured for
successful exit from the test release phase. As opposed to specifying
minimum or maximum percentages for each category, it was suggested that at
least 60% of the trials produce results greater than 3, with an average
performance of at least 4.5. Moreover, it was pointed out that of major
concern to management was that average time to repair (ATTR) be reduced; a
goal for success would be a reduction in this measure by 33Z. Finally, it
was noted that no measure for operator satisfaction with the user interface
had been established. It vas proposed that feedback from the technicians
regarding satisfaction with the user interface be obtained.

These proposais were approved by the review and project teams as
suitable criteria for evaluating the system during test release, in
anticipation of full release.
8.2.2 Full Release
The system vas in test release for some three months. At the end of
this period, an evaluation was held to determine if and how a full release
should be undertaken. This evaluation concluded that:
Overall, the system performance generally met the technical standards
required for full release. (Reliable ATTR data were not obtainable
however; it was agreed that these data would be appropriately
determined and made available in the near future.)
The system, both from the technicians' and manager's viewpoints, was
extremely valuable as a learning tool; that is, as a means for novice
technicians, or more experienced technicians unfamiliar with Cornet
boards, to "get up to speed" quickly and with minimum frustration.
Novice technicians working with the KBBDS could maintain output at
about the same level as very experienced technicians.
Some concern was expressed by the manager of the repair facility concerning
the time spent by his technicians in working with the knowledge engineers in
updating the knowledge base. It was suggested that this be considered
formally as an investment by Digital, as this time could not, under present
corporate guidelines be counted "productive time" vis-a-vis the established
repair metrics.
Finally, the experience during the test phase reinforced the belief
that a careful preparation be made at each repair facility prior to
introducing the KBBDS. Personnel at the facilities should be made aware of

the capabilities, requirements, limitations, and benefits of the system
before it coures on site.
8.2.3 Post-Release
Full, incremental release to the other test facilities followed. Six
months from the start of this full diffusion of the system, a final
evaluation was performed based both on the criteria established at the
review for test release, and a cost savings analysis.
Performance data were collected for the start, mid-point, and end of
the six month long, full release evaluation period. Continuous improvement
vis-a-vis the seven point rating scale vas observed, though the level and
improvement of performance varied between the boards. With respect to the
average time to repair metric, as compared to process standards defined
corporate vide, the reduction in ATTR ranged from 20% to 6%, depending on
the board. More impressive were the "real" ATTR improvements for novice
technicians; using the system reduced the ATTR by approximately 50% for two
of the boards.
Verbal feedback from both technicians and managers was very positive.
Again, the big advantage of the system was perceived to be the sharp rise it
induced in the learning curve, and the improved overall performance of
novice technicians.

9. Training, Conversion/Installation
9.1 Framework

Training, conversion and installation are similar to that for
traditional systems. Appropriate documentation should be developed by the
knowledge engineer in conjunction with the IS department if necessary.
Training procedures are set up in cooperation with the users and management.

Hopefully, conversion may be phased in, with the date for conversion agreed
upon by all those involved. As vith traditional systems, the question of
compatibility of hardware and software is important. Vith expert systems,
compatibility may focus on the use of AI languages or specialized
workstations which need to interface with more conventional hardware and
software. Methods for accessing company data, and generally interfacing
with existing systems are frequently a necessity. These issues should have
been planned for in the design phase.
Problems can occur involving the conversion and installation phase of
ES if development of the system was performed by personel outside the
organization's MIS function. This outside development may happen, given
that the skills and training required to develop an ES are rather
specialized. Cooperation of the MIS group is essential for installing the
ES as part of the organization's overall network; their "buy in" should be
managed from the start of the project.
9.2 Application
After successful evaluation of the test release system, the KBBDS was
released to the other Cornet repair facilities, one at a time. The project
team in each case was responsible for presenting the system to the facility
staff. Training required was minimal.

10. Operations
10.1 Framework
The operations phase for traditional SA&D involves fixing errors, and
when necessary making changes to the system.
For both traditional information systems and expert systems, assuming
an outside agent has been involved in the development phase, the arrangement
should include provisions for ongoing maintenance of the system, in the
traditional sense (i.e., information "hot-line", software revisions, etc.).
Maintenance duties which are the responsibility of the IS department should
be clarified.
For ES particular attention must be paid to the maintenance task as
these systems work in knowledge intensive areas, and problem solving
knowledge in practical applications frequently changes. Updating may be
required for knowledge proper, for data the system uses,.or both. Some
assessment of the extent of updating should be made early in the project,
based on the nature of the task. For the XCON system, Digital Equipment
Corporation's ES for configuring their Vax family of computers, some eight
individuals are employed full time on the updating, that is, collecting and
encoding task. This huge effort is due, at least in part, to the fact that
the system must constantly be modified to work on new products (McDermott
1984). An estimate of the frequency of knowledge updating and the
assignment of updating responsibilities should be part of the project
report.
New knowledge (and alterations to the system independent of the
knowledge base) will likely be suggested by users of the system,
particularly if they are experts. Some formal mechanism should be
established to capture these suggestions, and system performance in general.
Unfortunately the knowledge encapsulated in expert systems cannot be updated

simply by adding knowledge. (Automated updating, that is, updating
performed entirely by users suggesting new knowledge to the system, is an
important area of research in AI. Of course, systems which learn from their
own mistakes, another research area, would solve this problem.) Aside from
having to put the new knowledge into a form the system can understand, the
new knowledge must be tested for its affects on the existing knowledge.
This is to say that individuals familiar with the details of structure and
operation of the system must be involved in the maintenance task, in
addition to domain experts. If the system was developed by knowledge
engineers outside the organization, updating will have to be performed with
the assistance of these knowledge engineers. Alternatively, as part of the
project sufficient expertise must be brought in-house (i.e., to the IS
department). Again, depending on the nature of the task, its projected
future requirements, and the data involved, maintenance may be a
considerable job.
Finally, at some point after the system has been in regular operation,
some thought should be given to how well the system performs. Are the
projected cost savings, or productivity improvements being realized? Does
the system satisfy current and projected demands? How well does the project
contribute to the overall strategy of the organization?
10.2 Application
The automatic, electronic forwarding of diagnostic reports assured a
mechanism for keeping track of needed updates. These could be incorporated
into the system by the knowledge engineers in the Nijmegen facilities, and
the updated knowledge bases tested. At regular intervals, the revised
system can be transmitted to the local repair sites.
As the inception phase described, the Cornet KBBDS was seen as an early
stage of an overall knowledge engineering process at Digital. Vith the
future development of additional ES in mind, a rough analysis was performed

comparing the estimated cost savings of the Cornet system, with the estimated
costs of developing and maintaining a similar system.
Based on the Cornet project experience, the estimated total costs for
development and maintenance (i.e., knowledge acquisition, validation,
hardware, etc.) of another similar system would amount to between $25,000
and $50,000. Estimated annual savings due to the Cornet system, based solely
on the reductions in ATTR (based on process standards) and in the learning
curve, more than offset this cost. (These savings do not include those due
to inventory or scrap reduction, nor those due to reductions of boards "in
the pipeline".)
It should be noted however, that the managers of the repair process
find that the greatest value of the system is in the increased flexibility
it provides. In bringing novices "up to speed" quickly, and in general
allowing less experienced technicians to perform more proficiently, the
Cornet ES has allowed for 1) peak work periods to be handled with relative
ease, 2) decreased dependence on the constant availability of expert
technicians and 3) greater freedom for the experts to work on the more
difficult problems.
Overall, the system was seen to have achieved its original objectives.
Since the implementation of the Cornet ES, the system has been expanded to
include diagnostic knowledge about modules on Micro-Vax 2000 workstations.
Current discussions focus on future directions of expert system technology
as part of the overall strategy in Digital's repair and manufacturing
environnent. Figure 3. presents an overview of milestones of the Cornet
expert system project.

Figure 3. about here

11. Summary
The task of managing the development and implementation of a large
scale expert system is in many ways similar, but in substantive ways
different than that for large, traditional computer based systems. This
paper has served to highlight the similarities, describe the differences and
provide a rationale for the contrasts. Among the differences with important
managerial implications, are that an ES project:
Includes a working prototype phase.
Is developed in an incremental, iterative style.
Requires additional players; in particular, at least one knowledge
engineer and one domain expert.
May involve non-traditional software and hardware.
Will likely involve significant revisions (updating) of the system once
in operation.
This paper has provided an outline of the life cycle of an expert system.
Each phase has been defined, and a prescriptive guide toward managing the
resources and responsibilities required over the course of this life cycle
was presented. An example of the development, implementation and
maintenance of a large-scale, multi-site expert system served to illustrate
the conceptual framework.
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Design
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Conversion/Installation
Operations

Figure 1. A Traditional Systems Analysis and Design Framework
(from Lucas 1982)

Inception + Prototype Proposai
Approval of Prototype Development
Working Versions (Incremental Improvements)
Demonstration Prototype + Feasibility Report
Approval of Project
Development of System for Test Release
Approval of Test Release System (Evaluation Criteria Passed)
Test System Released
Evaluation of Test System Performance
Improvement of Test System For General Release
General Release (perhaps phased in)
Evaluation of General Release System Performance
Maintenance/Updating

Figure 2. Life Cycle of An Expert System

February 1986:
Knowledge Engineer brought on board; started coordination with external
consultants; selection of Cornet application.
April 1986:
Evaluated ES shells; coordination with internai AI group.
July 1986
Developed first prototype (for one Cornet module) on a PC using Personal
Consultant Plus from Texas Instruments; decision to go to OPS5 based
system on Vax; transport prototype to Vax.
September - October 1986
Prototype reviewed; project approved; direction defined to include four
Cornet modules, second Knowledge Engineer brought on board.
November 1986 - May 1987
System capabilities expanded, review for test release; evaluation
criteria better defined; problems/successes isolated.
June - September 1987
Trial implementation; approval for phased in full release.
October 1987 - March 1988
Phased release to Cornet field repair sites; remote update acquisition;
project evaluation.

Figure 3. Milestones of the Cornet ES project
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